Numerical studies on Kerr frequency comb generation with vertically-coupled whispering-gallery-mode (WGM) Si 3 N 4 resonators are presented. These resonators include a frequency-dependent access coupler and are characterized by a free spectral range (FSR) of 220 GHz. We present numerical simulations based on the Ikeda map that allows implementation of complex-valued frequency-dependent and non-reciprocal access coupler transfer matrix in the simulation of Kerr comb in the cavities modelled by Arlotti et al 1 . We use a Runge-Kutta 4 Interaction picture (RK4IP) method with adaptive step-size control as developed by Balac et al 2 to circumvent the numerical burden added by this modelling approach and successfully simulate Kerr comb generation using an approach that accurately models any optical cavity that can be considered as spatially one-dimensional regardless of its quality factor, finesse or dispersive properties which comes in useful in this study when access coupling properties degrade the resonator quality factor.
INTRODUCTION
Kerr Frequency Comb (KFC) generation is the process by which an optical spectrum consisting of evenly spaced lines are generated by taking advantage of the Kerr effect. Optical resonators are attractive platforms for KFC generation because of their resonant nature i.e. because of their mode selectivity and their power enhancement properties. In continuous wave (CW) pumped micro resonators, KFC generation arises in the anomalous dispersion regime when the parametric gain engendered by light circulating inside the cavity overcomes losses and the first modulation sidebands are generated by degenerate Four Wave Mixing (FWM). As more power is accumulated inside the cavity, the generated combs lines interact with each other by non-degenerate FWM forming an evenly space comb with a multiple-FSR spacing 3, 4 . As these comb lines become strong enough to create parametric sidebands strong enough to overcome total cavity losses, they broaden occupying the resonator modes between them and merge together creating a FSR-spaced frequency comb 3 .
The power threshold for KFC generation in optical resonators can be optimized by maintaining adequate coupling properties for optimum power enhancement over a large bandwidth. Furthermore, total roundtrip losses can also be optimized so that the losses that have to be overcome by parametric gain in order for FWM to occur are further reduced. Hence, this is why the work of Arlotti et al. on vertically coupled whispering-gallery-mode (WGM) Si 3 N 4 resonators design for wideband critical coupling, which has demonstrated coupling geometries that allow critical bandwidths larger than 330 nm 1 , is so important. These results prove very promising in the context of Kerr frequency comb generation in these platforms as access coupling properties are a crucial factor in a resonator's power enhancement properties and finesse 5 . Furthermore, Si 3 N 4 is a material that proves interesting in the context of KFC generation due to its high nonlinear refractive index (n 2 =2.5 10 -15 cm 2 .W -1 ), its compatibility with CMOS technologies and the absence of two-photon absorption in telecommunication band 6 . However, as optimized as the access coupling can be, these structures can present spectral regions where the resonator's quality (Q) factor (and thus finesse) is strongly degraded. Moreover, the resonator's access coupler dispersion has a strong influence on the overall resonator dispersion. All this creates problems in numerically simulating Kerr comb generation with the Lugiato-Lefever Equation (LLE) 7 .
This issue can be circumvented by adopting a model that separates intra-cavity dispersion from dispersion in the access coupler such as the Ikeda map 8 , already used in references 9, 10 on in optical h of light is ispersion is mp power is y comb, the econd order presented in phase of the resonance cold cavity (6) er's transfer erically, we n resonance mismatch of n (6)). ch n figure (a). cts the cold mode with et al., total nto account of the three uality factor e cavity has is category, to have the and reduce as long as dispersion is anomalous at the pumped mode, a flatter resonance mismatch curve lends itself to the formation of broader frequency combs 15 . Figure 4 b) shows that resonator 2 possesses the best adapted mismatch curve even suggesting the possibility of dispersive-wave formation around modes -140 and 140; 16 .
SIMULATION RESULTS
Kerr comb simulations rely on the model presented in section 2. Because of Kerr nonlinearity, the phase of light propagating in the optical medium is modulated by its own intensity. The term | | in the nonlinear Schrödinger equation accounts for the Kerr non-linear phase shift accumulated by light during propagation. This phase shift is due to the modification of the medium's refractive index by the Kerr effect effectively lengthening the optical path of light circulating in the optical resonator as power is increased. In the context of nonlinear optical cavities, as optical power is accumulated inside the resonator, the pumped mode resonance shifts towards longer wavelengths (lower frequencies) due to self-phase modulation. Because of this, controlling the pump laser frequency detuning with respect to the pumped mode resonance is crucial in practice and in Kerr comb simulations. In order to efficiently accumulate power inside a non-linear optical cavity, the frequency of the pump laser has to be controlled in such a manner that it follows the Kerr-induced resonance shift that takes place as optical power is accumulated inside the optical cavity. This means that the pump laser has to be tuned from higher to lower frequencies across the pumped mode resonance in order to follow the resonance drift caused by the Kerr effect as light is accumulated in the cavity. In simulations, the phase detuning of the pump laser with respect to the cold cavity resonance is controlled via a detuning parameter such that = With corresponding to the envelope of the pump optical field at round-trip . In simulations we use a CW pump with a white noise floor 150 dB lower than the pump that serves as a seeding signal for degenerate FWM interactions. The quantity is the linear phase detuning between the pump signal and the closest cold cavity resonance.
In section 3, the Power enhancement factor of each resonator was established. As this quantity strongly differs at the pumped mode (1550 nm), pump power used in simulations has been adapted for each resonator so that the product stays constant for all three cases in order to be able to compare the simulation results in a compelling way. In simulations, pump power is adjusted to keep the quantity 1.55 μ .
= 210 . This corresponds to respective pumping powers of 1.7 W for resonator 1; 4.2 W for resonator 2 which has the lowest PEF at the pumped mode and 1 W for resonator 3. Figure 5 shows the average intra-cavity power during laser scan simulations performed over the cavity resonance for each case of study with normalized pump power as well as the intra-cavity field temporal distribution and the intra-cavity field spectra for the 3 resonators. Resonator 3 presents what seems to be the best KFC generation properties of the 3 resonators with a frequency-dependent Q factor profile that remains highest on average of all three couplers and a flatter cold cavity mismatch curve than resonator 1. The first modulation sidebands are generated with circulating powers of around 30 W as in resonator 1 due to the fact that both resonators have quality factor spectral profiles that maintain and order of magnitude of at least 10
5
. As is the case with resonator number 1, the spectrum generated with resonator 3 parameters is shaped by the cold cavity mode structure (i.e. total resonator dispersion).
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have presented in this paper the impact that access coupler geometry can have in the wideband transfer function of an optical resonator and we have presented by the means of numerical simulations, the consequences this entails for the generation of Kerr frequency combs. The modelling approach used in this work predicts that access coupler geometry will have a strong impact in the spectral distribution of the quality factor of the resonator as well as the resonator's mode structure (even more so than intra-cavity dispersion in this particular study). Given that both, losses and cold resonator mode structure are affected by the coupler geometry, we have run numerical simulations based on the Ikeda Map of the resonators in order to study Kerr frequency comb generation in these structures. Simulations show that the degradation of a resonator's quality factor can strongly hinder the comb generation process and in turn have allowed us to determine that losses can become the limiting factor in comb bandwidth even when dispersion lends itself well for Kerr comb generation. These results highlight the importance of access coupler design particularly with vertically coupled Si 3 N 4 waveguide resonators. Furthermore, simulations predict promising Kerr comb generation results with access couplers 1 and 3 as designed by Arlotti et al and applied to 220 GHz high confinement Si 3 N 4 race-track resonators. Resonator 3 particularly predicts the formation of large frequency combs with as low as 1 W of pump power with a structure that favors CMOSintegration (Si 3 N 4 ) and Kerr nonlinearity due to high confinement.
